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Radio-frequency magnetization of metals is investigated by taking into account the nonlinearity due to
interaction between Fermi-liquid spin waves. It is found that the magnetization is unstable during excitation
by an alternating field whose amplitude exceeds a certain threshold value. The magnitude of the threshold
field strongly depends on the spin correlation parameters of the electron-liquid quasi-particles.

1.

At present there are several known weakly-damped
electromagnetic excitations in nonferromagnetic
metals situated in a constant magnetic fieldP- 4 1, the
study of which yields valuable information on the electron structure of conductors. These include magnetization excitations due to spin magnetism of the conduction electronsf 4- 71 • Owing to the relative smallness of
such effects, they are investigated at high-power levels
of the exciting radio-frequency (RF) field, and this can
lead to a number of important singularities in the investigated phenomena. It has been established, for
example, that the dependence of the amplitude of the
resonant magnetization on the exciting field, under
conditions when the latter causes saturation of the
electron-spin system, is significantly altered in comparison with the one that takes place in the absence of
saturationf 5 l, Azbel' et al.f 5l, however, did not consider
Fermi -liquid effects, i.e., they neglected the interaction between the conduction electrons. Yet it is known
that the spin correlation of the quasiparticles of an
electronic Fermi liquid makes the propagation of
unique magnetization spin waves possibler 6 ' 8 l. In turn,
at large excitation levels, the interaction between the
spin waves can become significant. Such nonlinear
phenomena have not yet been considered in metals,
whereas their investigation in ferromagnetic dielectrics, initiated by Suhlf 91 , have been greatly expanded.
It is clear that if we disregard the very fact of
propagation of spin waves, the physical situation, in
nonferromagnetic metals differs significantly at least
outwardly, from that considered by Suhl. Indeed, the
Fermi-liquid spin waves are collective excitations of
moving charged quasiparticles, and the exciting RF
field in such a medium is highly inhomogeneous.
Finally, we note that the electromagnetic field in the
interior of the conductor (in the vicinity of the spin
resonance) is produced entirely precisely by the spin
waves, as was observed experimentallyf 8 l, It is therefore of interest to trace the behavior of the magnetization of a Fermi-liquid metal at a sufficiently high value
of the exciting RF field, when nonlinear effects become
significant.
We consider in this paper non-equilibrium magnetization M1 of a flat metallic plate of thickness L, unbounded in the two other dimensions, in which a constant magnetic field produces a magnetic induction Bo.
We introduce the coordinate system xyz with z axis
parallel to B 0 , from the origin of which we draw a
semi-axis ?; directed into the interior of the metal
normal to its surface. The inclination of the constant
magnetic field to the surface of the metal is charac-

terized by the angle J between the axes ?; and z.
Assume that on the surface {; = 0 there is an~exciting
field of radio frequency w with components Bx
~ cos wt and By~ sin wt.
2. The magnetization M 1 can be obtained by simultaneously solving the equations of motion and the system of Maxwell's equations, in which we omit the displacement currents. In the solution we neglect the surface spin relaxation of the quasiparticles of the electronic Fermi liquid, obtaining a boundary condition
oM1/o?:lsur = 0, which indicates that there is no flux of
magnetization through the surface. From symmetry
considerations it is clear that M1 inside the sample
depends only on ?; and, in accordance with the boundary
condition, it can be continued in even fashion into the
region -L :::: ?; < 0. We can therefore write the following Fourier expansion for the magnetization (an analogous expansion is valid for the non-equilibrium magnetic induction)
(1)

yJ
1

m, =

L

(1a)

di;M,(\;)cosq\;,

the summation in (1) is over the discrete values of the
wave number q = 1rn/L, n = 0, ±1, ±2, ...
The spatial Fourier transform of the non-equilibrium magnetization m~ = m~ ± im ~ satisfies the equation derived by Silin in the long-wave ( qvr/ we < 1) approximation POl 11 , where we took into account also the
nonlinear terms (we neglect the nonlinearities in the
expressions proportional to the weak spatial inhomogeneity):
m,± ± i ( (t), + iq'D, + 1 ;, 13') (m,±- xb,±)- y

L,, [m,_,,b,,] = 0. (2)

Here bq is the Fourier transform of the non-equilibrium magnetic induction, x is the static magnetic
susceptibility of the Fermi liquid, y = geli/ 2mc ( g is
the spectroscopic factor), the diffusion coefficient near
the spin-resonance frequency Wd is equal to
D-v,'( 1 -j-f3,)[.(1 A
'it)
' - 3w, ( 1 - A) ' cos '

AV• -'----'-.,-----'..,..__:_-'...__:
(1-A)'cos't't,-j-(1-j-A)sin't't,]
_ ____.:._
(1 -j- f3,) (1-A)

-l- -

"t"W,

A= w,'(1

(2a)

+ f3,)'(1 + f3,)' I w,'(f3,- f3,)',

T and T 1 are the relaxation times of the momentum
and spin of the quasiparticles of the Fermi liquid, {3 0
1>The
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sign of w, in our paper is the opposite of the sign in[ 101.
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and {3 1 are the quasiparticle interaction parameters,
we is the cyclotron frequency, and Jq is the angle between B 0 and the 1: axis. We assume that the spinwave propagation conditions are satisfied, i.e.,

I (~,-p,)nu,/ (1

+~,)I }>1.

(2b)

In analogous fashion, taking (4) into account, we can
linearize the entire equation (2). After its linearization
at q"' 0, confining ourselves to the terms bilinear in
m! and neglecting the damping throughout, with the
exception of m!, we obtain
m,+ + im,+A, + im,-B,- i!i,+c, + E, + G, = 0;

The magnetic field, which enters in the expression
for the induction bq in (2), is produced both by the exciting RF field and by the magnetization spin waves.
Since the exciting field is localized near the surface of
the metal in a thin layer with thickness much smaller
than the length of the spin waves, we have for the
Fourier components of the magnetic induction produced
by the field
b,

=

b,

=

B(O)

6 z;-B(O),

"

"'

'

q=O.

b,-4:n:q(m,q)/q'+4:n:m,,

q

=I= 0.

+
-xw.li,±
mo-;:::::::::
___
_::________:__ _

±

i(1

+ ~o)/T,

<

E"'' =

l'Z(1 + ~,)/ "YT,6.

(6)

In the present paper we confine ourselves to just such

a situation.
Under this condition we can put
M,' ;:::: -M,+M,-j2M,,

where M 0 is the static magnetization of the Fermi
liquid. Then, recognizing that the main contribution to
the sum over q is made by the m! which have already
been determined by us, and using expressions (1) and
(1a), we arrive at
mq'

1
= --

2M,

I:m,_,,m,,-;:::: --(m,+m,-+m,+m,-).
1
2M,
+

q'

=

-i2:rt"Y(q' I q') [m,+(m,+q.- +F,(m,+m,G, = 1b,

B,

(7)

=

2n:x

( q+ )

q ,
2

(8)

Q,=w.+q'ImD,,

+ m,-q+) +q+(m,+m,- + m,-m,+)],

2:rty
[ 2m,+
+ m,+m,-)+ i-lm,+l'
M,

q+
],
-qz-(m,+q-+m,-q+)

+]

q+ qm,F , = y- - [ 1-4:n: ( -) 2M,
q'
1),+ .

(9)

The equation obtained for mq from (8) by complex
conjugation with replacement of q by -q will be called
the associated equation. We recall that the vector q is
directed along the 1: axis. The components q± = qX
± iq Y and qz are taken in the xyz system.
To solve the obtained equations, we change over to
new variables aq and a~q which are connected with the
old ones by the Holstein-Primakov transformation
(10)
where 1 uq
1 vq
= 1. We choose the coefficients
uq and vq such that the transformation of the three
first terms of (8) leads to an equation that includes
only the variables aq (in the associated equation only
a~q). It is easy to verify that this condition is satisfied
by
12 -

u,

=

(

A, + Wq )
2w,

12

"' '

_

B,

Vq----

IB,I

(A,- w,) y,
---

2w,

'

(11)

where wq = ( Aq - I Bq 1 2 ) 112 , and the arbitrary phase
factor in uq and vq is chosen equal to unity.
Equation (8), transformed with allowance for the
relations in (10), takes the form
a,+ iw,a1 = i(u,'li,+C, + u;li,-G_;)- [u;(E,

+ G,)- u,'

(E-."+ G-,')].

(12)
i.e., it is a differential equation with a right-hand side
and with variable coefficients (we must remember the
time dependence of m; and b!, which enter in Eq and
Gq). We put

(5)

Naturally, this relation is valid only when the R F field
does not cause saturation of the spin resonance, i.e.,
when
E(O)

+ 2n:x Tq+ q- ) ,

C,=;<Q,-"Yim,+I'/M,,
E,

(4)

Here q is a vector directed along the 1: axis of length
q.
From the form of (2) it is clear that near the spin
resonance w ~ ws the most appreciable contribution
to the spatial distribution of the magnetization is made
by the zeroth Fourier components m!, and it can
therefore be realized by the method proposed by Suhl r9 l,
To this end, we solve first Eq. (2) at q = 0, neglecting
tQ,e nonliJ?.ear terms. With the aid of (4) we find that
(b* ~ e=nwt)
W - W,

( 1- 4n:x

(3)

where B(O) is the RF field on the surface of the metal
and 1i is the effective depth of its penetration[3l. As to
the magnetic induction produced by the magnetization
spin waves, it can be easily obtained by assuming that
the exciting RF field does not penetrate at all into the
metal, i.e., L >> 11> 1. For example, it follows from
Maxwell's equations that its zeroth spatial Fourier
component is equal to zero. For the Fourier transforms
at q "' 0 we can use Maxwell's equations in the magnetostatic approximation[ 10 l, since the spin velocity of
the spin waves is low in comparison with the velocity
of light, and we can express the induction in terms of
the magnetization. Taking all this into account, we find
that the total non-equilibrium magnetic induction which
enters in (2) is

b = {_h.,

Q,

L

6=--Jd"B(")
E'(O),

A,=

a,= x, (t) exp (--tw,t),

(13)

where xq(t) is a function that modulates the oscillations with frequency wq. The expression for the velocity
of the slowly-varying function xq(t), obtained by substituting (13) in (12), can be simplified by time-averaging the rapidly oscillating terms in its right-hand
partr 111. Taking formulas (5) and (9) into account and
taking the time dependence of all the quantities in
explicit form, we find as a result of the averaging that
xq(t) depends on the time only in the regions near
w ~ wq and w ~ 2wq, namely
ix,S, -- ix_;R, exp[2i ( w, -- w) t]
+iQ,exp[i(w,-,w)t], w ~ w,.
ix_,,•P,exp[i(2w,- w)t], w ~ 2w,,

Here

(14a)
(14b)
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Q,, = u;o,+C,,
S,

= ;n,+o,+(u;)'F,,
q+v,l'- (I u,l'/, + It•,l'/;),
/, = ;n,-(li,+F, + 4nyl m,+lf M,),
R,

= 2ny( I;n,+ I' I M,q') Iq-u, +

(15)

where m! and b~ denote the corresponding time-independent amplitudes. We note that in (14b) we have confined ourselves to terms linear in m*.
3. We consider the case when w ~ w • Differentiating (14a) with respect to time and using 'lhe corresponding associated equation, we obtain for xq a differential
equation with constant coefficients:

x, +

2[ImS,- i(w,- w)].i,- [IR,I'- IS, I'+ 2S,(w,- w)]x, (16)
= {Q,[(Ul,-W) -S-."]-Q-;R,}exp[i(w,- w)t].

Its general solution is
x,(t)

=

K, (q)exp(A,t)

+ K,(q)exp(Azt) + x,,

(17)

where K1 (q) and K2(q) are time-independent constants,
Xq is a particular solution of (16), equal to
{Q,[(w,- Ul)- s_;]- Q_q"R,} exp[i(w,- Ul}t]
[(w,- w)- ReS,]' -IR,I' +(ImS,)'

and the roots of the characteristic equation are
The connection between xq(t) and the spatial magnetization M 1 is given by formulas (1), (10), and (13),
and therefore the determination of the behavior of M 1
in time includes an investigation of the stability of the
obtained solution. In the study of the conditions for the
stability of xq(t), we must remember the attenuation
of the magnetization (which was not taken into account
in the derivation of (17)), which can be taken into account by adding to wq in (13) the imaginary part of the
spin-wave energy, which is equal to -ir q, r q
~ (1 + {3 0)/T 1 + q 2 Re Dq. Obviously, the instability of
the non-equilibrium magnetization M, arises if the
growth increment exceeds the damping decrement of
the spin waves, i.e., at Re >t 1 ,2 > rq or
(18)

It follows from (5), (6), and (15) that at the maximum,
reached at w = ws, we have
ImS =
q

rxw,T,

2M 0 (1

+ ~0 )

IIi +I'= 1 +~.I B•(O)
0

T,

s:at

I''

(19)

i.e., it becomes comparable with the minimum value of
r q only under saturation conditions. Since in our case
the exciting RF field is smaller than the saturating
field, it is clear that the presence of Im Sq in the inequality (18) is immaterial.
With the aid of (9) and (15), at w ~ ws, we rewrite
(18) in the form
l!io+l > [2(1 + ~,)]~'> {(r, + ImS,)' +[(w,- w)- ReS,]'}'/, .
vi u,l T,''•[1 + (4n sin' tJ>,xw.T,)'/(1 + ~.)']'!•

( 20)

According to this inequality, we can introduce the
threshold value of the exciting RF field on a metallic
surface; when this threshold is exceeded, the solution
(17) is unstable, i.e., parametric resonance sets in[' 2l.
It follows from (20) that the value of the threshold is
minimal when the following condition is satisfied
(w,- Ul) -ReS,= 0

IB+(O) lthr

= IB;.tl [1 +(4nsin'tt,xw.T,)'/(1 +

(21)

from which we get a dispersion equation for the parametrically excited spin waves, under the condition that

~,)']-'!•.

(22)

We assume here that 1 uq 1 = 1, corresponding to
neglecting the quantity x in comparison with unity in
(11).
Expression (22) indicates that the solution (17), and
hence also the nonequilibrium magnetization M,, can
become unstable even at an excitation level much lower
than saturation, provided that
4n sin' tt,xw.T, I (1 +~o)

> 1.

(23)

We shall discuss below the requirements that this inequality imposes on the parameters that enter in it.
We proceed now to consider the frequencies
w ~ 2wq. With the aid of (14b), proceeding just as in
the first case, we obtain the following equation for the
modulating function:
;;·,- t(2w,- Ul}a':, -IP,I'x, =

A,,,= -ImS,+ t(w,- w) ± {IR,I'- [(w,- w)- ReS,]'}'/'.

Re{IR,I'- [ (w,- •w)- ReS,]'}'/'> r, + ImS,.

the length of these waves is such that rq ~ ( 1 + f3a)/T,.
Neglecting Im Sq in comparison with r q and using (3)
and (6), we arrive at the following smallest threshold
RF field

o.

(24)

There is no need to present here the general solution
of this equation, and we write down only the condition
for its instability (with allowance for the spin-wave
attenuation)
IP,I' > r; +(w,- w/2) 2 •

(25)

The smallest value of the threshold RF field on the
surface of the metal, causing instability of the magnetization, is reached at w = 2wq (Jq.., 0, 11/2, 11) and
its order of magnitude at w = ws, with allowance for
expressions (3), {5), and {15), is
IB. (O) Ithr

= IB,:t Ir,~xw •.

(26)

From the dispersion equation w = 2wq we can obtain
the wave vectors of the most excited parametric spin
waves. Rough estimates show that q 2
~ ({31- f3o)w~/v{{f3,- f3o < 1), and rq ~ ({31- f3o)/2T.
Consequently, the damping of these waves is given by
rq » (1 + {3 0)/T., and the instability threshold is much
higher than the saturation level. Therefore parametric
instability is impossible at w = ws = 2wq within the
framework of our analysis.
4. The reason for the instability observed by us lies
in the fact that, according to {14a), spin waves with
equal but opposite wave vectors are nonlinearly related
with each other. Such a nonlinearity, which increases
with increasing power of the exciting RF field, leads
indeed to the exponential growth of the magnetization
with time. Naturally, this growth stops when the systern goes over into a new stationary state, which is not
considered in the present paper.
We note that the interaction between the spin waves,
which leads to the instability, is due to their connection
with the homogeneous magnetization m;. Therefore
the instability threshold is minimal at w = ws = wq,
when the interaction of the waves with the homogeneous
magnetization, and consequently with one another, is
particularly strong. It is clear therefore that the most
unstable are those magnetization waves which propagate at an angle to Ba such that Im nq = 0. According
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to (2a) this angle is determined from the relation
1 - A cos 2 Jq =0, i.e., is determined completely by
the constants characterizing the spin correlation of
the quasiparticles of the electron liquid. The threshold
value of the exciting RF field depends on the parameters responsible for the dissipative processes in the
system. Let us make a few remarks concerning these
parameters.
The collision time T should ensure satisfaction of
the inequality (2b ). The damping of the parametrically
excited spin-wave mode should satisfy the condition
r q ~ ( 1 + flo )/T 1, which determines the minimum
thickness of the sample. As follows from (23), particularly stringent requirements are imposed on the spinrelaxation time T 1 • We note that in a sufficiently thick
sample, relaxations via the spin waves[ 13 l or surface
relaxationP 4 l is immaterial. Therefore the most effective are the impurity or spin-lattice relaxation
mechanisms[ 15 l, the latter being realized through the
spin.:orbit coupling. It is known that in lithium relaxation on impurities predominates ( T 1 ~ 10- 6 sec). By
using exceedingly pure single crystals of lithium we
can suppress this type of spin damping and bring T 1
to 5 x 10- 5 sec, since estimates of the spin-lattice
relaxation time at low temperatures yield for lithium
precisely this value. Under these conditions we find
that the value of the R F field capable of parametrically
exciting the first spin-wave mode ( q =11/L) in a plate
2 x 10- 1 em thick is smaller by one order of magnitude
that the saturation field and is approximately equal to
10-3 Bo ( x ~ 2 x 10- 6 , T ~ 5 x 10- 9 sec, ws ~ 10 11 sec- 1 ).
In conclusion we add that parametric instability of
the magnetization of an electron liquid, the feasibility
of which is the main conclusion of the present paper,

gives rise to a number of new singularities of such
phenomena in metals as spin resonance and its saturation, spin echo, and polarization of nuclei.
The author is grateful to S. A. Al'tshuler and E. G.
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questions.
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